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Exploration 101

WHY DO WE EXPLORE FOR
MINERALS?
◆

Even with recycling, metal consumption far
exceeds metal supply

◆

Minerals produce metals and other elements
that are fundamental to modern societies.

◆

Metals play an important role to enhance the
quality of life for communities across the
world.

◆

Exploration is the process to search, discover,
and define mineral deposits to supply this
global demand.

DID YOU KNOW?

◆

In finance: the “gold standard” is the
financial backbone to many monetary
systems globally.

◆

In space: layers of gold covering the Hubble
Telescope prevent erosion and protect it
from the sun.

◆

In medicine: gold is used to detect cancer
cells.

◆

In technology: the average mobile phone
contains about 25mg of gold.

◆

In transportation: gold is used in
microcircuits in new vehicles that operate
anti-lock brake systems and airbag sensors.

MINERAL EXPLORATION DEFINED
There are 2 types of mineral exploration

GREENFIELDS

BROWNFIELDS

Greenfield exploration occurs in
areas without existing operations,
with the objective of discovering
a new mineral deposit that may
lead to a new operation.

Brownfield exploration occurs
near an existing mining operation
and is intended to replace
depleted reserves to extend the
life of an existing mine or expand
operations.

DID YOU KNOW?

Over the last 40 years, new major greenfield
discoveries were found by
◆

70% major mining companies

◆

20% junior exploration companies

◆

10% government agencies
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DID YOU KNOW?

Most new mines in the last 20 years have
been found in old/historic mining districts
or near operating mines?

EXPLORATION TO CLOSURE

Mineral deposits are where they are and cannot be moved.
It takes a significant investment to identify where they are.

ADVANCED
STUDIES TO
PERMITTING

INITIAL
EXPLORATION

CONSTRUCTION &
COMMISSIONING

COMMERCIAL
PRODUCTION

CLOSURE &
RECLAMATION

◆

$1M to > $200M

◆

$10M to $200M

◆

$50M to >$2.0B

◆

5 to >50 years

◆

$2M to >$500M

◆

2 to 10 years

◆

1 to >5 years

◆

1 to 5 years

◆

◆

2 to >10 years

◆

Only 1 in >2000
prospects pass
this stage

◆

Only 1 in >10
projects pass this
stage

Typical Revenues
Global: 1/3
Capital &
Operating Costs,
1/3 Government
Taxes and
Royalties, 1/3
Profit

EXPLORATION
Exploration Objective

Find sufficient, quality mineral resources to justify the investment in a mining project.

MINERAL EXPLORATION LIFE CYCLE
Research & Target
Generation
Mineral Development
(Mine Planning)

Available Land
Resources
(Stake Your Claim)

Mineral Resource
Modelling & Advanced
Exploration

Prospecting & Early
Exploration (e.g. Soil
Sampling & Mapping)
Drilling
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RESEARCH & TARGET GENERATION
Remote research is first completed by the
Exploration Team to justify further investment.
1. Compile historical data, existing information,
and academic research; integrate into 3D and
4D software.
2. Analyze data to identify if there is geological
prospectivity in the area.
3. Identify legal, commercial, social, political and
environmental risks.
4. Determine access to mineral rights.
5. Design high-level business plan and budget.
6. Complete initial reconnaissance through ground
truthing

Modern mineral exploration tools:
◆

Remote sensing and satellite data

◆

Satellite, airborne and ground geophysical
surveys

◆

Government geological surveys and mapping

◆

Industry assessment reports

◆

Historic explorer/mine news releases, data and
reports

◆

Academic research

◆

Powerful data integration and interpretation
software

◆

Local prospector knowledge

“It doesn’t matter the skills of the exploration
team if they are in the wrong place”.

RESEARCH & TARGET GENERATION
The Cariboo exploration program occurs within:
◆

a known historical mineral district where land can be consolidated

Other exploration programs occur in:
◆

known prospect where new technical, geological or business concepts can be tested

◆

possible continuation of less explored sections of known mineral belts

◆

portions of prospective land largely covered by post-mineral rocks

◆

unexplored prospective land located in remote locations and/or higher risk countries or jurisdictions
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PROSPECTING & EARLY EXPLORATION
GREENFIELD EXPLORATION
Grassroots exploration is designed to cover large areas with minimal disturbance in a cost-effective manner.
Field detection methods include:
◆

Stream Sediment Sampling

◆

Soil and Talus Sampling

◆

Rock Sampling

◆

Geological Mapping

◆

Geophysical Surveys

STREAM AND SOIL SAMPLING
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◆

Rocks and minerals break down over time forming soils and
sediments.

◆

Minerals are concentrated by erosional and soil processes.

◆

Stream sediment or soil sampling can identify metal rich
drainage basins; soil samples define smaller potential source
areas within those basins.

◆

Samples are collected systematically over prospective areas.

◆

Laboratory geochemical analysis determine metals
concentrations in samples.

◆

Results analysis identify areas of metal anomalies to target
with drill testing.

GEOLOGICAL MAPPING & ROCK SAMPLING
◆

Once target areas are defined geologists map rock outcrops to document rock types, alteration and
mineralization.

◆

Rock samples are collected and sent for geochemical analysis.

◆

Other important data mapped or collected includes:
•

Faults and other important structural features

•

Samples for age dating and petrographic studies

◆

All data, including sediment and soil sampling results, are then compiled into a geologic map showing how
rock types, their structure, alteration and geochemistry are distributed across the target area.

◆

Successful results from this information leads to a drill target(s).
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DRILLING

Requires a permit from the Ministry of Energy and Mines, a detailed
process that involves planning and careful considerations.

CORE DRILLING

?

?
?
?
?
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?
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DRILLING
CORE DRILLING
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◆

BGM drills to depths of up to 1000 meters

◆

Drill core produces a continuous rock
sample typically divided into 3-meter
sections

◆

Drill cores are 5 cm in diameter, and put into
core boxes

◆

Samples are taken approximately every
metre and denoted by tags

◆

Core cutters then saw the core in half. Half is
sent to the geochemical lab and half remains
on site for other studies

◆

Once the geochemical results are
compiled, the amount of gold in the rock is
determined.

◆

If results are positive, further holes are
drilled to develop a 3D model of the
mineralization

CORE DRILLING

?
?
21 21
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MINERAL RESOURCE MODELLING
◆

◆

Uses statistics to classify based on knowledge and confidence

◆

Areas are identified for additional drilling to increase
confidence and reduce future mining risk

◆

Studies including economics, metallurgy, rock mechanics,
and environmental happen concurrently with exploration.
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Mineral Resource Estimation is
used to determine and define
the ore tonnage and grade of
a geological deposit within drill
defined zones (block model).

HOW ARE THESE RESULTS REPORTED?
◆

National Instrument 43-101 is for the Standards of Disclosure for Mineral Projects in Canada.

◆

NI 43-101 is a codified set of rules and guidelines for reporting and displaying information related to
mineral properties owned by companies which report these results on Canadian stock exchanges.

◆

Purpose: to ensure that misleading, erroneous or fraudulent information relating to mineral properties
is not published and promoted to investors on the stock exchanges overseen by the Canadian Securities
Authority.

◆

NI 43-101 Reports are written by Qualified Persons and audited by an external team of Qualified
Professionals.

WHAT DO WE DO WITH THE MINERAL RESOURCE MODEL?
◆

When a model indicates that a mineable resource is available, the information is passed onto the Mine
Design Team. The team is comprised of technical experts from all fields.

◆

A Preliminary Economic Assessment (PEA) is then completed. This study includes an economic analysis of
the potential viability of project’s mineral resources.

◆

Completed before a prefeasibility and feasibility study, the PEA is an important step in determining if a
mineral resource project should be developed.

◆

PEAs will have information on pre-production capital costs, life-of-mine-sustaining capital, mine life and
cash flow and details on processing and production methods and rates.

◆

The PEA for the Cariboo Gold Project was finalized by the Technical Team in September 2019 with positive
results.
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HOW ARE THESE RESULTS REPORTED?
Proposed Cariboo Gold Project Mine Plan for Mosquito, Shaft, Valley and Cow (left to right). The mineable
stope optimizers are based on our resource classification, cut-off grade, geotechnical understanding, and more,
and are generated by the Technical Team.

In summary, this shows
the bulk of our resource
is located on Shaft Zone.
The pink solids are
the MSOs projected to
surface.

The largest density of pink
MSOs are located at Shaft.

RESOURCE LOCATION
In summary, this shows the bulk of our resource is
located on Shaft Zone. The pink solids are the MSOs
projected to surface.
The largest density of pink MSOs are located at Shaft.

Legend

Mine Tonnes Center of Gravity
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ONGOING EXPLORATION
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◆

After advanced economic studies, permitting and
construction, a mine enters its productive life.

◆

Greenfield exploration converts to brownfield
exploration.

◆

Brownfield exploration teams work closely with mine
management and mine geology teams in order to
replace mined ore and increase reserves.

◆

Greenfield teams continue to identify new deposits
to be either developed as satellite ore bodies or new
mines.

◆

The world demand for minerals continues to increase

◆

Metals enhance the quality of life for communities
around the world

◆

Mineral Exploration is complex and involves numerous
stages

◆

There is a low chance of finding a profitable mine
(0.0005% chance)

◆

Finding an economic mineral deposit can bring great
reward to communities, stakeholders, governments
and shareholders

